EQUIPMENT PURCHASING AGENT
We can find upon request any kind of heavy equipment , construction equipment, aggregate precessing
unit, also any part, accessory or attachment for you, or you can tell us where is the unit that you would
like to buy and we are going to provide you with an equipment inspection with a very detailed
condition report, so you can decide if really meet your requirements regarding : price, performance, and
rentability. After you close the deal we can facilitate the shipping.
Shipping coordinator or facilitator includes the process of the proforma and consular invoices, paying
local
taxes and fees and finally take the unit or units to the final shipping facilities, that could include:
airports, seaports, train stations or any other way of shipping that combined time versus cost suits
your delivery needs.
Depending on where is located, when you need it, and any other especial request we are going to quote
our services, based on a fix rate or percentage of the total amount of the transaction or you can also tell
us how much you want to pay and we go from there.

PARTS SUPPLIER/LOCATOR
Parts and supplies are another of our specialties. Any brand, any kind of part, especially those ones hard
to find, just give us a clue of what you need, we will do the rest, let us have anything you information
you have, such as: model, serial no., year, part or parts that you need, and maybe a picture of what you
need and we are going to find it for you, for the price you want, and as fast as you need, let us handle
your part search, purchasing, and shipping for you. If we can't find it is because it wasn't made.

DISMANTLERS
Sometimes it just doesn't fit or you want it in pieces, well, we also dismantle upon request, if you need
a container load, or you just want it for parts, then we accept orders to ship under custom
specifications.

REPRESENTATIVE
Let us be your representative in any negotiation that you can't be physically present, under contract we
are going to assist you, and as your representative we won't fail to do our due diligence with
confidentiality on your behalf.

